Innnovation safari at the EUREF campus on 26 October 2019

Introductory Overview Tour
Familiarize yourself with the intelligent city of tomorrow, already here today in this unique
center for innovation and projects of the future. On this tour you’ll get an introduction to the
site and the background of its development, plus the overarching idea and vision of the campus
with its resident institutions, companies and projects. This will give you a grasp of the way the
campus works, and is structured. The stations along the tour look at the main themes of the
campus, like connected mobility, intelligent energy provisioning, climate change reduction, and
energy efficient construction.
EUREF-Campus Energy Lab Tour
The Energy and provisioning concept at EUREF Campus is based on the guiding principle that
the necessary power is generated as carbon neutrally as possible, and used in the most
effective way. As you explore the GASAG Solution Plus Energiewerkstatt, you’ll see pioneering
solutions and technologies up close and in operation, with our selection of different tours.
Complex processes are demystified with multimedia enhanced displays. Biogas fuelled
combined heat and power units (“Blockheizkraftwerke” or BHKW) supply all buildings on site
with carbon neutral energy, and Germany’s first Power-to-Heat/Power-to-Cool installation
regulates the temperature indoors across the whole campus. Artificial intelligence allows the
facility to constantly learn and improve itself.
Test driving Electric Vehicles
eMobility can be experienced up close on the EUREF-Campus by test driving e-vehicles of all
kinds. Whether it's an electric scooter or Segway - with this active addition to your EUREFCampus program, you will get to know the future of mobility.
Garamantis GmbH
Startup Garamantis shapes interactive installations and Virtual Reality experiences as a tradefair highlight for showrooms and exhibitions, providing information in an intuitive way. Stateof-the-art presentation devices like multi-touch tables, interactive projections and VR
installations dissolve barriers to absorbing knowledge, and inspire curiosity. In Garamantis’ inhouse showroom you can experience their product innovations up close and try them out
yourself. Immerse yourself in the virtual world with a Virtual Reality headset, or check out the
interactive showcase, that through the multitouch surface allows you to control the exhibits
within. As a partner of Ars Electronica, Garamantis implements projects all over the world for
companies like SAP, Volkswagen and the European Space Agency.
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